
Two of  the ministers

scheduled to be reassigned

from their respective posts

today said that they are not

surprised by the Prime

Minister’s decision. 

Cabinet Ministers Frankie

Campbell and renward

Wells told reporters outside

Cabinet yesterday that they

serve “at the pleasure of the

Prime Minister”. 

Minister Frankie

Campbell said, “I’m feeling

privileged  that I still have

the confidence of the Prime

Minister. secondly I said

before that governments are

continuous. Ministers are

agents of the government to

drive the government’s poli-

cy, and I would have done

that to what I believe was

the best of my ability in the

Ministry of Transport.”

He added, “It is my

prayer that I would take the

same zeal and the same

pride to the Ministry of

social services. There will

be some time to familiarize

with the details, but the

vision of the government

remains the same, which is

to add quality to the lives of

the Bahamian people and I

will continue to play that

role.”

Minister renward Wells

said that he does intend to

meet with his predecessor,

Frankie Campbell, to dis-

cuss his intended vision for

the ministry of Transport. 

However, he revealed

plans of his own in which he

wishes to implement. 

He said that implement-

ing mooring systems in The

Bahamas is something that

is very “near and dear” to

him.

ome argue that

the business

community is

already over-

taxed, and a

panel of finan-

cial experts agreed.

edison sumner, Chief

executive Officer  of The

Bahamas Chamber of

Commerce, said that the

general sentiments from the

business sector is that they

didn’t expect Value Added

Tax (VAT) to increase to 12

percent, which now requires

them to have to make

adjustments and at this

point, the timing was bad

for many businesses.

However, he said the

business sector does not

mind paying taxes once

they can see the benefits of

paying taxes in their busi-

ness.

“They don’t mind sup-

porting the government’s

fiscal policies and budgets

if they can see that what

they’re supporting is also

supporting their business,”

he said. 

“The challenge is that

when we introduced VAT

back in 2015, you know it

took us a year and then a

few months to really imple-

ment it properly.

“That public education

we went through extensive-

ly throughout the country

talking about it, had exten-

sive discussions with gov-

ernments leading up to it.

“But it gave everyone an

opportunity to get them-

selves prepared, get them-

selves ready for that immi-

nent introduction of VAT.

“And even though it was

a bitter pill to swallow, the

majority of persons then,

people are still complaining

about it mind you but

they’ve gotten used to the

system of VAT, and it has

become a very efficient sys-

tem of operations in the

country.”

By JaMeeLha MISSICK
Journal Staff Writer
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BuDgeT FAVOurs
The rich, says Davis

Opposition leader  Philip “Brave”  Davis

chalks up this year’s budget to be nothing

more than a proposal that heaps more taxes

onto the poor while giving the rich more tax

breaks.

Mr. Davis says that the annual budget is

supposed to provide a way to advance the

country and its people, instead it did the

exact opposite. 

“The Antique Car Club  that  has agitated

for this tax concession for years finally got

their wish while the middle class, working

and poor are further saddled with a 60%

VAT increase”, says Davis.

He says this about the point that cars 1993

or older are now Duty Free, viewing this  as

just another way for the rich to benefit. 

The opposition leader says that the Prime

Ministers failure to address communities

prior to the VAT hike and his refusal to

answer questions after his introduction of

the budget “spoke volumes” about his atti-

tude toward transparency.

Mr. Davis  trying to show the Bahamian

people that he and the PLP are transparent

and open, says that they will be happy to

entertain any and all questions and concerns

so that that residents could fully understand

the impact of this increase and the FNMs

“mismanagement” during their short time in

office. 

By TIa ThoMpSoN
Journal Intern
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MINISTerS
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4 The Hon. Frankie
Campbell, Minister of
Transport and Local
Government (BIS
Photos/Letisha

Henderson) 

By Leah Cooper
Journal Staff Writer

Prime minister minnis Officially OPened Public

emPlOyment services unit's 'One stOP service center'

4 Prime Minister, Dr. the Hon. Hubert Minnis officially opened the Public Employment Services Unit's (PES) 
"One Stop Service Center" of the Department of Labour, Monday July 2, 2018. The centre will be used as the 
Ministry of Labour's link between potential employees and employers and will ensure that job seekers have 

better access to the necessary tools to enable them to seek and find jobs. Prime Minister Minnis said the centre 
will allow potential employers more options when they are seeking staff. The Ministry of Labour has upgraded its 

online portal as a critical element of its One Stop Service Center, the Prime Minister said. To prepare for the 
upgrade, the Department of Labour participated in international training in Mexico, South Korea and South 

Florida. Minister of Labour Senator the Hon. Dion Foulkes said "I strongly believe that this launch is a testimony 
of the government's commitment to assisting Bahamians to find jobs and hence better their lives." Prime 

Minister Minnis is pictured cutting the ribbon to the entrance of the unit. Also pictured are, from left: Minister 
Foulkes; the Hon. Marvin Dames, Minister of National Security; Cecilia Strachan, Permanent Secretary in the 

Ministry of Labour; and John Pinder, Director in the Ministry of Labour. (BIS Photo/Raymond A. Bethel, Sr.)
g See MINISTERS / page 2...
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According to National

security Minister Marvin

Dames, if one was to look at

the countries who have

moved to legalize marijuana,

it is not something that will

happen over night. 

Mr. Dames told reporters

outside of Cabinet yesterday

that the country has to look

at all sides of the issue. 

He added that  regulation

and cultural dynamics also

play an important role in this

discussion. 

He added that there is a

lot of work and a lot of stud-

ies that go  into this process,

and that the government will

not rush into a decision. 

It was suggested in the

CArICOM Commission on

Marijuana’s 2018 report that

a strictly regulated frame-

work similar to that of alco-

hol and tobacco be intro-

duced for marijuana. 

Health Minister Dr.

Duane sands said that the

discussion on this can be

carried to many different

levels. 

He added, “that discus-

sion presupposes that the

government will be minded

to go down a particular road,

and I think that would be

premature, but the idea that

these items ought to carry a

significant tax is certainly

reasonable.” 

Proponents of the herb

have long pushed its medical

benefits, but the Health

Minister said that argument

swing both ways. 

He said, “there is signifi-

cant medical evidence on

both sides particularly when

you’re talking about juvenile

brains that marijuana is not

innocuous.”

He added that recent stud-

ies show that Cannabidiol or

CBD , which is a component

in marijuana, prove to be

safe and effective with med-

ical marijuana use. 

Dr. sands also argued that

medical marijuana typically

serves as a gateway to recre-

ational marijuana. However,

he acknowledged the fact

that the country must take a

look at the issue as the world

is changing.
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Mr.  Davis says that he

believes the OBAN deal is a

swindle enacted on the

Bahamian people with “shad-

owy figures”. 

The opposition would like

to be provided with multiple

documents including: clarifi-

cation on the methodology

employed with respect to

accounting for arrears

between 2017-2018, the

specifics of all the loans that

were settled during the last

fiscal year, details of all VAT

refunds assessed by the

Ministry of Finance and any

entity in grand Bahama, a list

of major invoices making up

the $386 million Peter

Turnquest allegedly paid off

in June 2017, a breakdown of

how the $2.3 billion bor-

rowed to date was spent and

the  status on the handling of

the revenue enhancement

unit with the ministry of

finance. 

According to Mr. Wells,

these mooring systems can

benefit the country both

environmentally and eco-

nomically. 

He also said that Australia

and other countries with vast

oceans have utilized this sys-

tem and can speak to its suc-

cess. 

He added, “I’m going to

be looking into how we can

get a mooring authority or to

set up moorings in the

Family Islands, and I’m

looking to see how those

moorings can help assist the

funding of local govern-

ment.” 

Mr. Wells also shared that

this idea is one of many he

has up his sleeve with regard

to his new post in the

Ministry of Transport and

local government. 

As for the impact of increased tax-

ation on the overall economy,

Accountant, Phillip galanis of HLB

galanis and CO, said people are just

focusing on their survival. 

“Bahamians are looking askance at

the increase of VAT, wondering one,

whether or not they’ll be able to sur-

vive and how they are going to be

able to recalibrate their businesses to

adjust to the increase,” he said.

“And secondly, whether or not

they’re going to see value for their

money. It’s going to also place an

enormous demand or pressure on

businesses to manage their cash flow

better.

“Because you’ve got to, if you are

businesses of a certain level report

quarterly and if you’re at a higher

level you have to report monthly to

the government.

“It means that your cash flow then

needs to be monitored, calibrated in a

way that you’re able to pay the tax

man when the tax man cometh,” said

galanis.

As for the fear of the VAT

increase, gowon Bowe, Chief

Financial Officer  of Fidelity Bank,

said had the government presented

the appropriate analysis, persons

reactions would not have been as

emotive.

“There is this continuing concern

and which is more critical the lack of

confidence that these initiatives will

achieve the objective,” he said.

“And I think those two elements

compiled with one, uncertainty as to

what it is projected to do to my cost

of living and my buying power and

secondly, is it going to achieve the

objective for which it was announced

to be put in place.

“If there is not confidence in that,

it becomes somewhat self-prophesy-

ing because people’s natural reaction

is going to be before I even under-

stand the impact, I’m going to pull

back because I’m not sure that I can

buy everything, I’m not sure that I

can do the same things. 

“so it’s not too late, I think gov-

ernment has a responsibility, not only

would it be to their benefit but I

believe a responsibility to demon-

strate to the community that this was

analyzed not on the back of an enve-

lope but analyzed in an actual eco-

nomic study that allowed them to say

we considered 10, 12, exemptions all

elements, ” said Mr. Bowe.

The men all appeared as guests on

the  Love 97 radio and Television

talk show, Jones and Company.

MINISTerS
FoCUSeD
oN VISIoN

Budget Favours The rich, says Davis

SWOT Analysis Can
Address Business Threats
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ANOTHER BERRY
ISLANDS DROWNING

Police  in  The Berry Islands  are investi-

gating the alleged drowning of an adult

male, just days after recovering a woman

from those waters. 

According to reports, shortly after 1:00pm

yesterday, a man who was a passenger on a

cruise ship, was discovered unresponsive

floating in waters off great stirrup Cay.

The lifeless man was removed from the

water and CPr rendered.

He was transported to the local clinic in

The Berry Islands  where he was pronounced

dead. Investigations are ongoing. 

This report comes just days after police in

the Berry Islands  were investigating the

death of a Chinese woman who also

drowned. 

Meanwhile, Inagua police are investigat-

ing a fire which destroyed a single story

structure on the island.

According to reports, shortly after

8:00am, Inagua Division Officers were on

routine patrol on Victoria street, Matthew

Town, when they discovered a wooden resi-

dential structure engulfed in flames.

Officers made a check of the property and

discovered that no one was inside of the

building.

Police were assisted by staff of Morton

salt Company, officers from the us Coast

guard, and members of the community in

extinguishing the fire which completely

destroyed the building. 

No injuries were reported during the inci-

dent. 

Investigations will continue by fire servic-

es officers from New Providence.

By JaMeeLha MISSICK
Journal Staff Writer

MINISTERS DISCUSS LEGALIZING MARIJUANA
By Leah Cooper

Journal Staff Writer

45th indePendence

anniversary beat retreat

4 Governor General Her Excellency Dame Marguerite Pindling attended the annual
Independence celebration Beat Retreat on Sunday evening downtown in Rawson and
Parliament squares. Royal Bahamas Defence Force Band gave a magnificent showing

during the 2018 Independence Beat Retreat. The Bahamas celebrates its 45th
Independence Anniversary on July 10, 2018. (BIS Photo/Patrick Hanna)
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rBDF Band
Performs at
Beat retreat
From the voyage of

Christopher Columbus in the

15th Century, to the political

movements that shaped the

Commonwealth of The

Bahamas, the royal

Bahamas Defence Force

Band gave a magnificent

showing during the 2018

Independence Beat retreat. 

As the country prepares to

celebrate 45 years of

Independence, the marching

bands representing the mili-

tary and various Law

enforcement agencies held

their Annual Beat retreat on

rawson square. The

Defence Force band bedaz-

zled the audience with 100

percent Defence Force pro-

duction ... 100 percent

Defence Force performers....

and 100 percent Defence

Force rhythm and beat" tak-

ing hundreds of spectators

back to the arrival of

Columbus’s flagship ship,

the santa Maria, in the New

World over 500 years ago. 

Attended by Her

excellency Dame Marguerite

Pindling, the annual show-

case was one for the ages.

Also in attendance were

Prime Minister Hubert

Minnis and Mrs. Minnis, the

Minister of National

security, the Honourable

Marvin Dames, and Mrs.

Dames, other government

Officials, Commander

Defence Force, Commodore

Tellis Bethel and Mrs.

Bethel, Police Commissioner

Anthony Ferguson and

Acting Deputy

Commissioner Andrew rolle

from The Bahamas

Department of Correctional

services, and scores of

Bahamians. 

spectacular performances

and renditions by the

Defence Force Band includ-

ed a special appearance by

the Defence Force rangers

as slaves from West Africa

and Pirates of the Caribbean,

as sub Lieutenant earnestine

Cleare touched the hearts of

many with the old Negro

spiritual, "Wade through The

Water.," and the Band's

drumline, reenacted royal

governor Woodes rogers'

ending the reign of piracy in

The Bahamas. 

The multi-talented

Defence Force Band mem-

bers also featured a rendition

of the Womens suffrage

Movement with their female

band members taking over

the blowing of the sousa-

phone from the male band

members. If that was not

enough, the Band captured

the imagination of the 

crowd with a reenactment of

the Burma road riot for

equal pay, and later the

throwing of the hour glass

and mace out of the House of

Assembly by characters, who

represented parliamentari-

ans, Milo Butler and Lynden

Pindling, who later became

The Bahamas' first governor

general and Prime Minister,

respectively. 

Defence Force band mem-

bers did not stop there, as

they ended their performance

in grand style with a spectac-

ular display on Bay of their

armored personnel carriers,

K-9 unit Vehicle, and a Fast

Patrol Craft. 
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In any given school year thousands of students

come out of schools [say that they have been

graduated]; but who know it better than anyone

else that they are functionally illiterate and woeful-

ly innumerate.

This is nothing short of a societal and national

failure of the first order!

Sad to say: -- any number of Bahama-bred

thieves, rapists and cut-throats are now turning

their attention to the nation’s jugular; this being the

case precisely because successive administra-

tions have simply failed at the level of schooling

provided our people.

put simply, therefore, schools and churches fail

when either by omission or deliberate action, they

misguide our youth.

This is nothing short of tragedy played out in

slow motion; and thus – on occasion-this slow-

motion slouch into disgrace morphs into families

that are run by people who are so incompetent

that some of their school attending children some-

times eclipse their parents; some of whom cannot

read or write – or hold down a sensible, well-pay-

ing job.

This is a track to both despair and social dis-

tress; and so the beat goes on as some of these

deeply dysfunctional families disgorge children

who very often become troubled, illiterate and

therefore well on the way to making their way

through this or that troubled maze.

Why you might ask is this sad situation allowed

to continue.

here we would proffer – as explanation and as

cry for relief – that, having decided that every child

in the Bahamas should have access to schooling

in an independent Bahamas; this nation’s elite

classes saw to it that this was done; and thus that

dread outcome where whilst every child in the

Bahamas has access to schooling; only a hardy

few ever get access to genuine education.

This is an expensive tragedy.

predictably, the system did what it was

designed to do: It churned out the few who could

negotiate the hurdles; and thereafter disgorged

the many who had presumably ‘failed’.

In truth, these tens of thousands of youth did

not fail; the fact of the matter is far simpler: -- The

system and its maintenance directors failed them!

When schools fail, we all fail.

evidently, we also fail when schools fail; and as

clear is that quotidian reality where our nation’s

schools – with few exceptions – continue to churn

out youth who are not only uncouth and loutish;

but who are – on leaving school – woefully unpre-

pared for adult-life and responsibility.

When this social tragedy is set against that

other reality where consumerism and materialism

now infect and inflect the consciousness of practi-

cally all Bahamians.

and so it now goes that we now live in a coun-

try where practically all Bahamians now ache and

pine for the latest electronic device; and with

these, they crave the money needed to buy them;

and thus also the chase for money is on with a

vengeance; and thus armed robberies, property

theft, purse snatchings, and general theft of per-

sonal property.

Sadder still, no one is exempt from this nasty

pillage; and thus the very many advisories from

the United States embassy concerning the extent

to which american tourists have found them-

selves ripped off and therefore left traumatized by

this or that social parasite.

and thus, we humbly suggest that this and so

much more that is socially destructive can and

should be traced back to schools which routinely

fail to do the good work expected of them; and

thus the bloody beat goes on in this cruelly blight-

ed place.

and thus, even as we too hope for the best,

we fear the soon-coming of some very difficult

days, moving forward; and thus, we note that: --

In just a matter of days, The Bahamian people

will-as they usually do-congratulate themselves

on how well they are doing in this forty-fifth

anniversary of this country’s achievement of

state-hood and membership in the United

Nations.

In truth, then, much of what will transpire could

be described as self-congratulatory mixed with

stuff that could be described as perfectly perfunc-

tory; inclusive of claims to the effect that the

almighty has brought us safe thus far.

Truth is that as in the case of all peoples on

this planet, the struggle continues for bread, jus-

tice and freedom.

[IN] ThE
PEOPLE’S TImE!

Shut-eye

The 2018 series salutes fashion

mogul Peter Nygård’s Golden

Jubilee detailing his rags to riches

story and incredible business suc-

cess over these past fifty years. The

Clifton Review will take an inside

look at how he did it.

you’ve spotted some business

risks on the horizon. Now what?

If you’ve done a sWOT analysis

as we previously discussed, then

you should have a clearer picture of

your business situation. However,

there are two important precursors

once faced with business threats.

First of all, you have to develop

the right mindset and always be

vigilant. you have to decide not to

give in to the challenges because

challenges are a part of being in business. 

The key to doing that is to not only know

what constitutes a threat to your business in

terms of your numbers and key indicators but

to also not wait for the danger level to kick in

before you create a plan to address it. As our

grandmothers used to say, ‘a stitch in time

saves nine’.

secondly, you may want to consider

becoming solution oriented in your thinking.

Deciding that you will not give in to the chal-

lenges helps you to become more solution

oriented. And, a decision to focus on finding

a solution sends a message to your brain to

focus on things that will work to resolve the

situation as opposed to obsessing about any

problems.

What happens next is totally dependent on

the type of threat it is. Whatever it is though,

it will require you to strategize to mitigate

the risks to your business.

Now that you know what your strengths,

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats are

from conducting your own sWOT analysis,

they can be used to help you strategize.

To understand how to apply the sWOT

analysis, let’s look closer at the example of

fashion mogul Peter Nygard and the strate-

gies he used to avert threats to his business a

number of years ago.

The threat his business was under was that

department stores were making a move

toward showcasing a new product, which

meant his product would possibly be

squeezed out of featured floor space in

department stores and possibly overtaken by

competitors.

One of the first strategies he developed

was based on him focusing on his company’s

strength (the thing/s you are good at in oper-

ating your business). Their strength was that

they were the best at their current product

and had loyal customers who loved their

product and still wanted it. so he created a

way to increase sales in that area to offset any

loses at the department store level.

Another strategy Nygard used was to

focus on counterbalancing his company’s

weakness (those things that can get in the

way of business growth or success). That

weakness was the fact that he had a great

polyester product, which made him ‘the king

of polyester’, but it was only about polyester.

His strategy was to study the opportuni-

ty—which existed for everyone in the busi-

ness—to get a better understanding of this

trend to move away from polyester. He dis-

covered it was a true opportunity that had the

potential to counteract his weakness of hav-

ing one great core product.

In deciding on a strategy to create more

core products, he used a combination of

strengths. As a result of his habit of studying

with the best and learning everything he

needs to learn to become better at it than

everybody else, Peter Nygard developed an

in-depth understanding of fabrics to be able

to create the company’s own signature fab-

rics.

With developing a strategy to develop a

new product to compete with the move

towards silk, he also used his organization’s

asset of great product development processes

for designing and delivering high quality

well-designed products.

These strategies not only allowed him to

avert the threat but to create an additional

core silk product that was top of the line—

sold in saks Fifth Avenue at that time—and

that had the saks Fifth Avenue CeO singing

his praises and commending him for his

“product that is beautifully made with great

fashions and creative genius”.

THE CLIFTON 

By P. J. Malone

revieW
The clifton Review is a bi-weekly column that examines the 

question of the clifton project along with the evolution of the 

war between two billionaires, the links to unsavory characters, 

the use of the courts for personal agendas, the involvement 

of the Government opposition party (the FNM), and 

the attacks on the Government of The Bahamas.

sWOT ANALysIs
CAN ADDress

BusINess
THreATs
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Nicola Virgill-rolle,

Ph.D., has been appointed

Director of the National

Insurance Board (NIB) with

effect from July 1, 2018.   As

Director, Dr. rolle is the

CeO of NIB and heads the

executive Management team

responsible for the day-to-

day operations of the social

security organization.

Dr. rolle is an economist

and an experienced execu-

tive in the financial services

sector with a strong back-

ground in public policy

development, strategic plan-

ning, social policy, and trade

matters.  

she is credited with lead-

ing the creation of the

National Development Plan

for The Bahamas, as well as

efforts on the united Nations

sustainable Development

goals and creating the

framework for the

government’s Over-the-Hill

revitalization project.  

Dr. rolle began her career

at the Central Bank of The

Bahamas, eventually becom-

ing Deputy Manager (Policy)

in the Bank supervision

Department.  she has held

positions at the Bahamas

embassy in Washington,

D.C. and served as Director

of Financial services and

Director of economic

Development and Planning.

Dr. rolle holds a

Bachelor of Arts Degree in

economics from Vassar

College in Poughkeepsie,

New york; a Master of

science Degree from the

university of London

(sOAs), London, england,

and a Doctor of Philosophy

Degree in Public Policy

from george Mason

university, school of Public

Policy.

Dr. rolle currently serves

as a Vice-Chair of the

Management Board for the

Inter-American Agency for

Cooperation and

Development (ICAD),

Organization of American

states (OAs) and is a mem-

ber of The Bahamas Trade

Commission.

Nicola Virgill-Rolle, Ph.D.,
appointed Director of the
National Insurance Board

4 Nicola Virgill-Rolle, Ph.D.

MiniSter Of tranSpOrt & lOcal GOvernMent

Gave update On BOatinG incident in exuMa

4 The Ministry of Transport and Local Government held a press con-

ference on Monday, July 2, 2018 to provide preliminary information

in the aftermath of the boating incident which occurred June 30, in

Exuma. The Hon. Frankie Campbell, Minister of Transport and Local

Government, said "according to reports received by the Port

Department there was an explosion on-board a vessel carrying

twelve persons, 10 Americans and 2 Bahamians, on a tour en route

from Smith Creek, Stuart Manor. The explosion happened less than

a mile from Smith Creek. Subsequent to the explosion one American

female was pronounced dead and six persons were airlifted to New

Providence including a Bahamian. Additionally, four Americans were

airlifted to Clearwater, Florida by the US Coast Guard, and one

Bahamian is being treated in Exuma." Minister Campbell conveyed

the profound sympathies of the Ministry of Transport and Local

Government, the Port Department, and The Bahamas Maritime

Authority to the victims of this incident and in particular to the hus-

band and family of Malika Jackson, who lost her life. Shortly after

reports of the incident reached New Providence, said Minister

Campbell, Captain Cyril Morley, Registered Port Inspector and

Surveyor, traveled with police to begin investigations into the mat-

ter. The Minister advises the public that the investigation into the

matter is underway including an investigation into the procedures

followed by the Exuma office of the Port Department in respect of

the operations of this company. Minister Campbell is pictured

addressing the press conference, along with Commander Raymond

King, Port Controller (Actg.). (BIS Photos/Letisha Henderson) 
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